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Canton Youth Soccer - Passing Technical

Numerous triangles throughout the field
Players pass and move around the cone area looking to pass and
recieve in the triangle, when you pass the ball you must move to a
different part of the triangle to recieve.
Coaching Points:
Your movement should begin when the pass is made, anticipate
the movement
Do not stop the ball, first touch out of feet
Communicate where the ball is to go (talk, point, gesture)
Progression: Make one pair defenders, that can only intercept a
pass to win the ball, if the defenders win the ball they must dribble
through a triangle to score a point. Competition on which pair can
get most point, defenders or passers.

Triangles passing and recieving (15 mins)

Set Up:
Gates spreadout through out the field
Initially in pairs one being feeder in between gate.
Feeder throws the ball (underarm) to red who controls it and
passes back to Feeder (focusing on first touch of bouncing ball).
Red then runs to a different feeder and repeats the above.
The first player to visit five gates is the winner. Change roles each
progression is made. Each group should be feeder for a
minutethen work for a minute. The more you work on thisthe better
thier first touch will improve.
Progressions:
1) Feeder rolls in and red recieves with opening up touch and
takes and passes to another feeder.
2) Feeder throws in and player recieves in air with opening touch
and takes to another feeder.
Coaching Points:
Quick movement towards ball and point of control
Settle yourself before presenting surface (relax)
Body shape on receiving the ball
Call for the ball (communicate)
Control towards ‘open’ goal/space

First touch recieving (20 mins)

Set Up:
Small gates scattered around the field.
Players have to pass the ball through each gate twice. Ball must
be recieved by partner with a touch that takes them past either
cone before passing back to their partner (first touch out of their
feet, do not stop the ball). 1st team to get through all the gates
wins.
Moving gates
Coach selects 2 pairs to act as moving gates. They are given a
pinnie which they hold with tension on it between them as they run
around. Pairs left with ball pass and move to get in position to
pass ball between moving gates. First to pass through all the
moving gates and the coned gates is the winner
Coaching Points -
- Touch ball towards kicking foot
- Pass ball with inside of the foot through middle of the ball
- Hips square to target
- Follow through ball
- Non kicking foot planted beside ball pointed at target

Passing Gates (10 mins)



Set Up
5 cones in a large square with cone in the centre
Improve passing and recieving technique.
4 passes into 6 who opens up their hips, reciving back foot and
plays to 5; 5 with a positive touch out of their feet plays pass out to
11.
11 starts moving ball opposite way around.
After pass, follow pass to become next point.
Use two balls (starting at 4 and 11) moving opposite ways around
with 2 number 6's in action
Progression: 4 plays to 6, 6 sets it back to 4, 4 plays it to 5, 5 plays
it up to 11. The passers movement is the same as before 4-6, 6-5,
5-11 etc
Coaching Points:
- Accuracy of pass
- Weight of pass
- Open hips on reception touch recieving on back foot, change
point of attack
- Movement after pass.
- Visual Cues

Pass and move (20 mins)

Set Up:
A, B and C's in Y Shape, One player at B, one player at each out the
2 C cones and the remaining players at cone A with ball.
A passes to B, who checks off from cone and opens body to pass
to C and dribbles into A Alternate which C they pass to.
A moves to B, B moves to C and C dribbles ball back to A.
Progression -
A to B, back to A. A then gives a long pass up to C who dribbles to
the back of the line again.
Coaching Points:
- Accuracy and weight of pass
- Direction and weight of fist touch
- Awareness and timing of movement
- Non verbal communication - B's body position on check out
- Communication

Y-Passing Drill (15 mins)

Set Up
3 teams, 1 team in each third.
2 target players & 3 middle players.
Teams work the ball from 1 target player to the other.
Working on combinations, can we play the ball high set back,
movement off the ball.
Progression:
No thirds, players move anywhere inside the field. Target players
move anywhere along end lines.
Coaching Points
Movement to support & receive
Quality of pass
Quality of first touch
Body position to receive
Angles & distances of support
Find space away from other players/teams

End to end (15 mins)



Set Up-
Large circle Half the group on the inside, half on the edge of the
circle
Players on inside have ball.
Find player on edge of circle, make pass - Player receives side on
and explode away, good first touch into space in circle
Find player on outside of circle, make pass, reciever holds onto
ball whille passer overlaps (run around the back of the reciever) to
then recieve ball back. Same players work for approx 1 minute
then swap role
Players on outside hold ball in hand, as inside player approaches
they under arm throw the ball into the player to volley back to the
thrower
Coaching Points
Quick bursts, high intensity, high tempo & reps
do not allow any goofing off/slow pace
Solid passing
Good Technique

Give and Go
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